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section that allows long items like skis to extend from the trunk into the cabin. Mazda has done
wonders with Read more The Mazda RX-8 is the perfect compromise between a pure sports car
and a sports sedan. Mazda has done wonders with the Wankel rotary engine, and the
powerplant benefits from fewer moving parts and much better balance than traditional
combustion engines. The manual-equipped car produces horsepower with a 9, rpm redline,
while the automatic cars put out horsepower at 7, rpm. Each car returns 16 mpg city. The
manual gets 22 mpg and the automatic 23 mpg on the highway. Standard convenience and
safety equipment across the model range includes keyless entry, air conditioning, an alarm
system, cruise control, power windows, a tire pressure monitor, anti-lock brakes, and front,
side, and curtain air bags. Touring and Grand Touring models add xenon headlights, a power
moonroof, a Bose stereo, and a six-disc CD changer. Unique to the Grand Touring car are
heated leather seats with power adjustment, heated mirrors, and advanced keyless entry and
start. A limited number of 40th Anniversary models will be built for to celebrate Mazda's
long-lived use of rotary technology in their production cars. The special edition model comes
with a silver engine cover, stiffer suspension, blue tinted fog lamps, unique wheels, a
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maintenance can I perform on my vehicle? To keep your Mazda RX 8 in excellent condition, it is
important that you have it serviced at the recommended service schedule stated in your
owner's manual. Older year models need to be serviced more frequently than the newer year
models. It will also depend on the driving conditions in your place. Observing your cars
performance closely will help you determine the problems it is having. Have it checked as soon
as possible if you notice something is wrong. Also, you can do simple maintenance yourself to
keep your car running smoothly. Check the engine oil and coolant as well as the other fluids in
your vehicle such as the brake fluid, transmission fluid, windshield washer fluid, power steering
fluid. Also, see to it that your car's air-conditioning system, tires, and lights are all in good
working condition. If you are knowledgeable in the more complex car care procedures, a more
thorough maintenance can be done such as changing the timing belts and filters. The check
engine indicator normally lights up for a few seconds after you start your car. If the light does
not disappear after a few seconds, it is possible that there's something wrong with your
emission system. If the check engine light is flashing, it might mean a severe problem in the
engine and that it needs to be turned off quickly to prevent further damage. Always make sure
that the tires are properly inflated. Tires that are not inflated properly requires more energy to
move your car, meaning the engine needs to burn more fuel than it normally would on properly
inflated tires. Also, don't drive aggressively, and remove the excess load on your vehicle.
Additional weight requires more energy, thus more fuel is burned. All your car needs is a few
seconds, 10 to 20 at most before changing gear. That is if you are driving at normal
temperature. If it is extra chilly outside, let the engine run for up to 90 seconds before making
the vehicle move. If you let it run more than that, you are just wasting your time and your fuel.
The most common reason of squealing brakes is that the brake pads are too dusty. All you need
to do is flush it with water. However, if the squealing does not stop after you clean the brake
pads, there can be a bigger problem with the brake system components. A thorough check-up

must be done in order to find out the cause of noise. The brakes are very important for your
safety so don't pass up on bringing your car to your trusted maintenance guy. As the saying
goes, it is always better to be safe than sorry. There were several challenges that Mazda had to
face, back in the day when it was still in the process of creating the Mazda RX The biggest of all
was the tight financial state of the company in Because time and money didn't allow further
developments, RX-8's prdecessor, the RX remained a prototype until After eight long years,
Mazda finally had the budget to start the production of RX-8 in the company's main facility in
Hiroshima, Japan. From there, this car model entered markets from all over the world, including
the USA and Europe. The first version of the RX-8 debuted in the U. This model had the same
Wankel rotary engine that was also used in the older RX range modelâ€”the Renesis 13B
multi-side-port engine. It had a whopping horsepower, supported by either a five-speed manual
transmission or four-speed automatic transmission. After a few engine upgrades,the Renesis
engine had greatly improved in fuel efficiency and increased the total horsepower up to The
launch of the RX-8 in North America was a success. That same year, it was introduced to
countries around the globe, but using a different name. Here are some of them:. After two years,
Mazda produced the first special edition of the RX-8 model. Shinka in Japanese means
evolution. Mazda released these three models exclusively for the UK market in The first one is
the Evolve, which is easily recognizable for its copper red or phantom blue colors. It retained
the same engine type that produces KW and horsepower. Compared to Shinka, this had a
sportier look due to the addition of front air dam, sports door mirrors, and aluminum side air
outlet fins. The next version was produced that same yearâ€”the PZ. It was created through the
joint venture of Mazda and a popular motorsports company, Prodrive. Designed for street
performance, this model has custom-built, spoke alloy wheels, front and back mesh grilles, and
a spoiler. The suspension was also engineered to improve handling and transmission. The next
model was released to give consumers a more affordable car version. The same year, Mazda
introduced the Nemesis. The new model was filled with high-tech innovations such as heated
seats, climate-control air conditioning system, fog lights in front, and a premium Bose audio
system. Even though many components were added in the model, it weighed 90 lbs lighter than
the previous versions. This model also had better gas mileage, all because of the Renesis II. The
new engine includes a third fuel pump that helped a lot in burning fuel more efficiently to
increase torque and horsepower. A redesigned front and rear bumpers also gave the new car a
new look. Although it is better in all aspects, Mazda had to stop its production due to financial
difficulties. In , Mazda discontinued manufacturing RX We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
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